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BUILT DIRECTLY INTO YOUR ERP SYSTEM.

KEEP UP TO DATE WITH EMV SUPPORT.

No need to switch to a different software to accept payment
from a customer, or dedicate resources to maintaining a
separate payments solution.

Reassure your customers, and yourself, that you’re on the
cutting edge of secure credit card transactions by offering EMV
processing through the supported PAX S300 and D12 devices.

BE SECURE WITH COMPLETE PCI COMPLIANCE.

SECURE YOUR DATA IN THE CLOUD.

Minimize your risk and liability by removing sensitive payment
information from your company’s computer systems.
Prevent unauthorized access to data through encryption and
tokenization.

Reduce liabilities by moving the point of entry, storage, and
transmission of credit card information and other sensitive
data to a secured cloud environment.
STAY ORGANIZED WITH CUSTOMER WALLETS.

ACCEPT PAYMENTS ANYWHERE.

PayFabric integrates with both SalesPad Desktop and Mobile,
so no matter where you are, you always have access to your
secure credit card processing system.

Never enter the same credit card information twice — plus,
store multiple customer credit cards in one location using
SalesPad’s Customer Wallets feature.
USE MULTIPLE PAYMENT GATEWAYS.

Enjoy the freedom that comes with multiple available
payment gateways. Use a non-expiring, universal token to
connect, and eliminate the need for different certifications.
REDUCE FEES WITH LEVEL 3 PROCESSING.

Reduce your card processing fees and save money when
qualifying for Level 3 processing. Decreased rates and DSO
(Days Sales Outstanding) mean lower costs for you.

Flexible and secure payment processing.
Schedule a demo today at www.salespad.com/desktop/payments
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Simplify PCI Compliance.
Schedule a demo today.
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CONFIDENTLY ACCEPT SECURE CREDIT
CARD PAYMENTS.

WHY CREDIT CARD PROCESSING
THROUGH PAYFABRIC?

PayFabric is a cloud-based payment acceptance platform
and storage hub created and maintained by SalesPad partner
Nodus Technologies, Inc. PayFabric is easily integrated with
SalesPad Desktop and SalesPad Mobile. Designed with an
innovative and secure storage algorithm and validated with
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS),
PayFabric alleviates many major challenges of PCI compliance
by strong transaction data in the cloud and away from local
environments.

PayFabric goes hand-in-hand with SalesPad. No need to learn
a whole new software. PayFabric’s interface is built right into
SalesPad, and virtual customer wallets make accessing customer
credit cards simple and quick. With a thorough and detailed audit
trail, any discrepancies or problems will be immediately detected
and easily resolved. Beyond that, PayFabric’s list of supported U.S.
and international payment gateways is always growing, ensuring
that you will be able to accept payments from your customers, no
matter where they are.

PayFabric acts as the link between payments, gateways, and
your SalesPad business. It’s not a separate way to accept
payments — it’s the tool that allows you to stay within
SalesPad when it’s time to run a credit card transaction.

Cloud storage means less worry for everyone. By storing
critical payment information in the cloud and utilizing an AWS
hosted checkout system, PayFabric provides a safe, secure
way of processing payments and eliminates the complexities
associated with annual PA-DSS compliance audits. PayFabric
provides daily reports of all activity on your account, including
transaction summaries and account usage data.

More information about PayFabric and Nodus Technologies
can be found at www.payfabric.com.

HOW IT WORKS

Not sure if you understand how the exchange of credit card information works or where data is stored?
Check out the handy diagram below:
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